At present English Language has an important role in communication. The language supports people’s daily interaction because it is used by most of people in the world. The issue also applies in Indonesia for both local and foreign companies. English is needed to support their operational activities.

To face the situation described above, D3 English Program Maranatha Christian University prepares its graduate to master English skills. It is hoped that the graduates could apply their skill and knowledge in the professional world. To prepare its graduate who will be a part of a company one day, DIII English program has two major areas to cover namely education and business areas. The students are allowed to choose one area to be focused on. In this case, I choose to take the business area to apply my knowledge.

I choose to do the apprenticeship in PT. Inco. There I can apply the lesson which I have learnt in DIII English Program. I do expect to explore deeper understanding about English in daily usage there.

PT. Inco Limited (International Nickel Company of Canada Limited) is a foreign mining company centered in Toronto Canada. The company produces nickel and matte. It has its branch mining company located in Sorowako, South Sulawesi and it was build on 25 July 1968.